It is known that the notion of graded differential algebra coincides with the notion of monoid in the monoidal category of complexes. By using the monoidal structure introduced by M. Kapranov for the category of N -complexes we define the corresponding generalization of graded differential algebras as the monoids of this category. It turns out that this generalization coincides with the notion of graded q-differential algebra which has been previously introduced and studied.
Introduction
In the setting of graded algebras over C, the notion of graded q-differential algebra has been introduced in [13] . This notion stabilizes in the more general setting of [9] . It appears there as a generalization of the notion of graded differential algebra in which the differential is replaced by a N-differential, i.e. a homogeneous linear mapping d of degree 1 satisfying d N = 0 (instead of d 2 = 0), such that one has a twisted Leibniz rule (instead of the antiderivation property). Lots of examples have been introduced and analyzed in [13] and [9] .
Our aim in this article is to discuss the naturality of this notion. To understand this point, we recall that there is a class of categories called monoidal categories (or tensor categories) in which there are natural notions of algebras (or monoids). Such a monoidal category C is equipped with a functor ⊗ : C × C → C called the tensor product satisfying associativity modulo natural isomorphisms subject to some axioms. We refer to [18] for the precise definition.
The monoidal categories that will be considered here are categories of modules over a unital commutative ring K in which the monoidal structure, i.e. the tensor product, will always induce the ordinary tensor product on the underlying K-modules. For instance one may consider the category of all Kmodules equipped with the usual tensor product, the category of (Z-)graded K-modules equipped with the usual graded tensor product or the category of (cochain) complexes of K-modules equipped with the usual tensor product of complexes which is recalled in the next section.
A monoid (or an algebra) in such a monoidal category C is an object A of C endowed with a product µ : A ⊗ A → A which is associative. In the above examples, a monoid of the category of K-modules is simply an associative K-algebra, a monoid of the category of graded K-modules is an associative graded K-algebra while a monoid of the category of (cochain) complexes of K-modules is a graded differential Kalgebra (see in the next section).
For the category C N of (cochain) N-complexes of K-modules there is a monoidal structure (i.e. a tensor product) introduced by M. Kapranov in [16] . To define it, one must assume that K has a primitive N-th root of the unit q in a general sense (see below) and then, up to the choice of such a q ∈ K, the monoidal structure is essentially unique. It turns out that the monoids of C N are precisely the graded q-differential algebras over K as defined in [9] .
In this article we give a detailed description of these points. In the next section we recall the monoidal structure of the category of complexes and the definition of graded differential algebras as the monoids of this category. In Section 3 we introduce the category C N of N-complexes and discuss some of its properties. In Section 4 we introduce the monoidal structure of C N and we identify its monoids as the graded q-differential algebras. In conclusion we indicate that this notion is probably not the end of the story concerning the "N-generalization" of graded differential algebras.
Throughout this article, by a complex or a N-complex we always mean a cochain complex or a cochain N-complex, that is the differential or the N-differential is of degree 1 (degree -1 corresponding to chain complexes or chain N-complexes).
2 Preliminary : From the tensor product of complexes to graded differential algebras
In this article, K denotes a unital commutative ring. By a complex of Kmodules or simply a complex when no confusion arises, we here mean a graded K-module
equipped with an endomorphism d which is homogeneous of degree 1, i.e.
and is such that
There is a natural tensor product C 0 ⊗ C 1 of complexes C 0 and C 1 defined by
It is of course understood that on the right-hand side of (2.4) the tensor products C r 0 ⊗ C s 1 are the tensor products over K of K-modules. This defines a monoidal structure [18] for the category of complexes which is essentially unique extending the canonical one of the category of graded modules. The graded differential algebras (over K) are then defined as the monoids of this monoidal category. In other words a graded differential algebra is a complex A equipped with a product µ : A ⊗ A → A which is associative. This means that A is a graded algebra with product
which is associative of degree 0 and that, in view of (2.5) one has
for x ∈ A n and y ∈ A. One thus recovers the usual notion of graded differential algebra. It is our aim in the following to use the monoidal structure introduced by M. Kapranov [16] for the category of N-complexes to extract the corresponding generalization of graded differential algebras and to give some of their properties. It turns out that this generalization coincides with the notion of graded q-differential algebra introduced and studied in [13] , [9] .
The category of N -complexes
Throughout this article N denotes an integer greater or equal to 2, i.e. N ∈ N with N ≥ 2. 
N -complexes
A N-complex of K-modules or simply a N-complex when no confusion arises is a graded K-module
equipped with an endomorphism d which is homogeneous of degree 1 and satisfies d N = 0, i.e. one has
for any x ∈ C. The endomorphism d is refered to as the N-differential of C.
′ which is homogeneous of degree 0 and such that
for any x ∈ C, (we denote by the same symbol d the N-differential of all N-complexes when no confusion arises). The N-complexes and their homomorphisms form a category C N which is an abelian category, (see in [4] , [18] or [23] for the definition of an abelian category). N-complexes occur in various contexts, see e.g. [19] , [20] , [16] , [13] , [8] , [17] , [9] , [14] , [15] , [11] , [10] , [12] , [2] , [3] , [6] , [7] , [5] and [22] .
Cohomology
Given a N-complex of K-modules C, there are N − 1 graded K-modules H (k) (C) for 1 ≤ k ≤ N − 1 which are the generalization of the cohomology and were called generalized cohomology of C in [9] and amplitude cohomology of C in [5] . They are defined by
for k ∈ {1, . . . , N − 1}. One has
where
The H (k) (C), k ∈ {1, . . . , N − 1} are connected by by the exact hexagons [13] [8], [9] 
r r r r r r j For any short exact sequence
of N-complexes there are connecting homomorphisms
for k ∈ {1, . . . , N − 1} such that the H (n) (C i ) and the H (N −n) (C i ) are connected by the exact hexagons [9] for n ∈ {1, . . . , N − 1}, where α * and β * are induced by α and β. Notice that ∂ is homogeneous of degree 1 while α * and β * are of degree 0 (as α and β).
The H (k) , k ∈ {1, . . . , N − 1} are covariant functors from C N to the category of graded K-modules and the construction of the connecting homomorphism ∂ is also functorial as explained in [9] .
Monoidal structure on C N
In order to define the tensor product of N-complexes we need some assumptions on the ring K which we now explain.
Basic assumption on K
Let q be an element of the ring K. One associates to q a mapping [•] Assumption (A) has been repetedly used in [17] and in [9] and means that the ring K is equipped with a distinguished primitive N th root of the unit. Standard examples of pairs (K, q) satisfying (A) are (C, e 2πi N ) and, when N is a prime number, (Z/NZ, 1). Notice that for N = 2 Assumption (A) is immaterial and q = −1.
Tensor product of N -complex
Here and in the sequel of this paper it is assumed that Assumption (A) is satisfied by the pair (K, q). Following [16] , we define the tensor product C 0 ⊗ C 1 of N-complexes C 0 and
for x 0 ∈ C n 0 and x 1 ∈ C 1 . The very reason why this definition works is that, by using the above definition of the q-binomial coefficients one obtains by induction on n for p ∈ {1, . . . , N − 1}. Therefore one has
for x 0 ∈ C 0 and x 1 ∈ C 1 .
This tensor product induces the usual tensor product on the underlying graded modules and is essentially unique under this condition.
Monoids in C N
Equipped with the above tensor product the category C N is a monoidal category.
A monoid of C N is a N-complex A equipped with a product µ : A ⊗ A → A which is associative. In view of (4.4) this means that a monoid of C N is a N-complex A equipped with an associative product (x, y) → xy which is bilinear, homogeneous of degree 0 and such that
for x ∈ A n and y ∈ A. Thus the monoids of C N are exactly the graded q-differential algebras of [9] , (see also in [13] ).
Concluding remarks
Given the category C N of N-complexes with its monoidal structure described above, the monoids of C N are a natural "N-generalization" of graded differential algebras and coincide with the graded q-differential algebras of [9] .
There are however other natural examples of graded algebras equipped with a N-differential such as those considered in Section 7 of [12] . In particular, let N ≥ 2 and N ≥ n ≥ 1 and consider the N-homogeneous real algebra A generated by n elements θ λ (λ ∈ {1, . . . , n}) with relations
for λ 1 , . . . , λ N ∈ {1, . . . , n} where S N is the group of permutations of {1, . . . , N}. This algebra is a connected graded algebra A = ⊕ p∈N A p with A 0 = R1l and
The notion of Koszulity for N-homogeneous algebra has been defined in [1] where it was shown that A is in fact a Koszul algebra as well as its Koszul dual A ! [2] , [3] . Let us define the graded algebra A(R n ) by
where C ∞ (R n ) is the algebra of smooth functions on R n and define the homogeneous endomorphism d of degree 1 of A(R n ) by
for a ∈ A n and f ∈ C ∞ (R n ) where the ∂ λ f (x) = ∂f ∂x λ (x) are the partial derivatives with respect to the canonical coordinates x λ of R n . One clearly has d N = 0 so d is a N-differential. Thus A(R n ) is a graded algebra equipped with a N-differential. For N = 2, A(R n ) is the graded differential algebra Ω(R n ) of smooth differential forms on R n . However for N ≥ 3, there is no analog of the Leibniz rule on A(R n ) except for the restriction in degree 0
which is of course a derivation. This comes from the fact that A has no relation of degree < N and, in particular no relation of degree 2. Neverthesess that kind of generalization of differential forms occurs naturally in lots of problems.
Other similar graded algebras equipped with N-differential (with N ≥ 3) which are not graded q-differential algebras and which are natural are described in [12] and in [2] .
Let us mention a drawback of the notion of graded q-differential algebra noticed in [21] which is that the tensor product of two graded q-differential algebras is not a graded q-differential algebra but is again simply a graded algebra equipped with a N-differential. This is probably connected with the above remarks.
These facts which suggest that one needs something more general that the notion of graded q-differential algebra are worth noticing in conclusion.
